
XR — Smooth and Smart Operator
High and mighty height adjustability.

The XR-Series is proof that height adjustability isn’t just about promoting 

movement. It should also support diversity, and the XR-Series does so 

brilliantly. It offers three memory settings on the control switch, letting 

workers save their favorite positions.

And when changes in departments or employees are in order, the XR-Series 

transitions seamlessly to the next user. It provides a smart alternative to 

manually lowering or raising desks and other work surfaces to accommodate 

new users.
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XR-Series 
User preferences 
committed to memory.
1.  Electric drive mechanism.  

Easy adjustability accommodates each 
individual no matter his or her size. New 
workers can define their own optimal 
surface heights in a matter of seconds.

2.  Three-position memory settings.  
Users identify their working comfort levels 
and the XR-Series remembers them.

3.  Generous range of motion.  
26.5” of vertical adjustment, from 24” to 
50.5”.

4.  Designed to meet challenging 
work environments.  
Supports up to 250 lbs. (dual-column) or 
350 lbs. (triple-column).

5.  Variety of surface options for a 
variety of space needs.  
Available in rectangular or corner single 
surface, rectangular dual surface, or add 
a data center mechanism on the corner 
single unit.
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ergonomic
The XR-Series supports workplace wellness 
by reducing the likelihood of prolonged 
sitting and the accompanying negative 
effects of a sedentary work style.

savvy
No more raising or lowering panel-hung 
work surfaces when new workers or 
departments move into existing spaces. The 
XR-Series is an ideal solution for letting every 
person establish the surface height that fits 
without tools or calling in facility personnel.

impressive
Available in more than 900 standard 
laminates from Nevamar®, Wilsonart®, 
Pionite®, and Formica® at no additional 
upcharge. Bases available in black or silver.

TRIPLE COLUMN CORNER OPTION

SINGLE RECTANGULAR SURFACE

DUAL RECTANGULAR SURFACE
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